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defining the problem
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problem statement

pingüino

The introduction of solid foods is a fundamental part of the 
human experience, yet the impact is still underestimated. Time of 
introduction is dependent on signs of developmental readiness, 
which can be a challenging feat for parents with children who have 
certain developmental delays. Children who are diagnosed with 
motor, sensory or cognitive disorders, can struggle to participate 
and benefit from the experience of learning how to 
eat independently.

27% of infants have feeding-related issues
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specific issues

pingüino
motor 

sensory

cognitive
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01 motor
Motor-related feeding issues or movement disorders are quite 
common in infants and can manifest themselves in various ways. 
Movement disorders can be grouped into two major categories; 
hyperkinetic and hypokinetic. The first category refers to the excess 
of movement, while the latter refers to paucity or lack of movement. 
Either can present major challenges with fine motor skills, such as 
lack of coordination, grip and stability. Chewing, swallowing and 
sucking on foods can also be challenging for infants with 
oral motor issues
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02 sensory
Eating a meal is a complex sensory experience. Sensory processing 
disorders or sensory-related feeding issues can present themselves 
in a number of ways, the most common are food aversion and 
oral sensitivities or defensiveness. There are two types of oral 
defensiveness; hyper-sensitivities, which involve low oral awareness 
and hypo-sensitivities, which involve being overly aware and 
sensitive to movement, sensation and textures.
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03 cognitive
In terms of cognitive-related delays, it is important to consider 
how essential stimulation can be in making strides towards 
independence. Feeding is a simple task to most, but can be very 
challenging to those for children who are differently abled. To try 
and make the most of this time, tools should be intuitive, easily 
adaptable and encourage proper feeding practices. 
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user research & strategy
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born out of collaboration

pingüino
design thinking 

feeding therapy community

occupational therapist
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main users

4-11 month olds parents & caretakers occupational therapist12-18 month olds
Children may begin self-feeding 
as early as 4-6 months.

Within the first year children gain 
more skills and confidence.

Parents can help implement 
proper feeding practices.

OTR/L’s can identify issues and 
recommend solutions. 
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feeding observation
The initial part of my research led me to observe a number of 
infants during their feeding routines. While every parent had their 
own philosophy concerning meals or feeding techniques, most 
parents tried to encourage a certain level of independence. What 
I observed throughout my time with he children was a journey of 
discovery and challenges. Many were still learning and acquiring 
new reflexes that allowed them to process and move in the proper 
way to deliver food to mouth. While lack of coordination and 
sensory overload were common at times, most of these infants had 
an easy time learning how to eat. Keeping this in mind, I began to 
turn my focus on infants with developmental delays or disorders that 
would make it harder for them to experience feeding in the same 
way as most children do. 
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parent interview

Domenica Matute

Domenica Matute is the mother of Francesco Matute, a now nine 
year old boy who unfortunately suffers from cerebral palsy and 
sensory processing disorder. She is his primary caregiver and has 
been attending feeding therapy with him since he was an infant. 
I worked with Domenica to try and narrow down a list of main 
concerns, as well as ideas as to how to address them properly. The 
focus remained on looking at several ways to address one problem, 
since every case is particular. 
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expert interview

Throughout this project I worked closely with Elizabeth Halpin, 
a licensed occupational therapist at Nationwide Children’s. She 
is currently involved with the Interdisciplinary Feeding Clinic and 
Developmental Occupational Therapy Team, where she specializes 
in feeding interventions. The following pages contain main concerns 
for each of the three main problem categories, while the features 
and attributes are part of my strategies ideation. 

Elizabeth A. Halpin, OTR/L
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motor
features & attributes

mechanical movements

material hyper

material hypo

main concerns

direction of spoon & angle

lightweight & soft

weighted & dense

spoons only coordination

shallow spoon tip with a rim

soft and safe to bite into materials

fatigue/spillage

safety
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features & attributes

sensory
hyper/hypo-sensitivity

food & smell aversions

color recognition

awareness

main concerns

hyper/hypo-sensitivity

non-odor absorbing material

bright colors for increased recognition

added sensory input

adding textures to normalize sensation
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cognitive
features & attributes

stimuli 

time taken

accessibility

main concerns

multi-sensory experience

encourage play

design for adaptability

provide grip & stable shapebalance
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other concerns
features & attributes

weaker grasp pattern/stability

lower oral & spatial awareness

food portions

main concerns

thicker, shorter handle with attachment

not too long to avoid gagging, weighted

moderate size & depth, full bite encouragement

consider timing of inputsensory input

color awareness

preference/bypassing aversions

distinguishable colors, not “food-like“

present food from a different angle
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ideation & concept refinement
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design brief

The main objective was to create a set of feeding therapy tools to 
help foster independence in infants with motor, sensory or cognitive 
disorders. These spoons would ideally be used at home to support 
any feeding therapy exercises prescribed by an occupational 
therapist. The goal is to facilitate and increase the child’s 
participation in the feeding process and allow them to benefit from 
this multi-sensory experience. 
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brand pillars

friendly

accessible

stimulating
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initial thumbnails

The initial phase of ideation focused mainly on form. I tried to find 
ways to facilitate grasp and encourage play by adding textures. 
Most handle shapes are tapered to guide the hand towards the tip 
of the spoon and encourage proper holding. I also played with the 
idea of angling the spoon towards the mouth. 
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concept refinement

While form was a primary concern, it must always be guided by 
function. While refining my concepts I focused on created more 
targeted features, such as silicone grasps for the handle designed 
for motor disorders or a two sided spoon for cognitive disorders. 
Each element of the spoon needed to considered, from the spoon 
tip, spoon depth, size and shape of handle, as well as any added 
sensory input. 
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prototyping

This stage was key for me to determine final form direction. 
These prototypes were going to be tested and critiqued by an 
occupational therapist so I could get an insight on what forms were 
the most conducive to being accessible. This was a turning point 
in my design process, as it allowed me to fully visualize the spoon 
handles. Moreover, considering how difficult it was to find infant 
anthropometrics, testing would determine whether these were 
appropriately scaled. 
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expert testing

After prototyping, I met with Elizabeth Halpin once again to 
discuss my progress. Within the prototypes I presented, she 
helped me find the most appropriate forms and sizes. From an 
anthropometric standpoint, she preferred a smaller and shorter 
handle, to encourage infants to grasp the spoon closer to the tip to 
allow them more control. Making it shorter would also be safer, as 
it would avoid the risk of potential gagging. She enjoyed the curved 
silhouettes and discussed color and features with me as well. 

Elizabeth A. Halpin, OTR/L
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material, manufacturing & color exploration

Color was an important feature for thsi project. Infants who suffer 
from any three of the problem categories, tend to lack oral and 
spatial awareness. This may mean that they have a hard time 
distinguishing between the food itself and the spoon. By making 
all the colors brighter, this can help them identify their food more 
easily. Also due to the lack of awareness, a soft material needed to 
be chosen for safety purposes. This material also needed to be easy 
to clean, food safe and potentially work in a hospital environment. 
Food grade silicone is a very versatile material that is dishwasher 
safe and could allow the spoons to be manufactured in one piece. 
Manufacturing would be done through mold casting and injection 
molding. This material also allows for the infant to use the profile of 
the spoon as a teether or gum massager. 

CMYK 0.81.100.0

RGB 241.88.34

HEX #f15822

CMYK 03.31.85.0

RGB 244.181.66

HEX #f4b542

CMYK 69.02.41.0

RGB 62.185.169

HEX #3eb9a9
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pingüino
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friendly

accessible

stimulating

Bright and distinguishable colors paired with soft silhouettes provide 
for a friendly and fun aesthetic. 

A smaller than average spoon tip, with a narrow flat profile and a 
shallow bowl facilitate proper lip closure and food portions. 

Oversized handles with added sensory input allow for more spatial 
and oral awareness helping  oral and motor development. 

brand definition
Pingüino is a set of feeding therapy tools to help foster 
independence in infants with motor, sensory or cognitive disorders.
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small tip & 
shallow bowl

color
awareness

soft food 
grade silicone
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cognitive 
spoon
A fuss-free and intuitve handle 
provides ease of use for all involved. 
Good for therapy or at home use, it is 
the most versatile in the range. 
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sensory
spoon
An oversize tapered handle 
encourages correct handling. 
Grooves and holes in the tip provide 
greater input to normalize sensation. 
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motor 
spoon
An angled tip and open loop shape 
facilitates grasp. The bottom is slightly 
more weighted to provide more 
sensory input and stability. 
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cognitive sensory motor



thank you


